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missing gold and silver was recovered by fusing the cupels when tellurium and selenium were present. The percentage losses observed in these experiments appear very large, but it must be remembered that the absolute losses were very small. It will be observed that the formation of a scoria was not necessarily accompanied by a heavy loss of gold.
The percentage losses are much smaller when the beads are larger. Thus E. A. Smith1 found that the loss on 5 grains, of silver (=324 mgs.) when cupelled with 175 grains of bismuth was 4-6 per cent., against a loss of 1-88 per cent, when lead was substituted for bismuth, and Eicketts 2 observed a loss of 2-3 per cent, on the crucible assay of a lead ore containing 2,260 ozs. of silver per ton.
Lodge records 3 that the loss in cupelling 200 milligrammes of gold with 10 grammes of lead ranged from 0*15 per cent, at 775° to 2-99 per cent, at 1,075°. The addition of 0-05 gramme of copper increased the loss- of gold from 0-15 per cent, to 0-25 per cent. In these cases the gold beads were apparently weighed without being parted.
The absorption by the cupel varies with the temperature and with the quality of the bone-ash, as well as with the amount of the impurities present. Crosse 4 observed a loss of 5 per cent, in cupelling small amounts of pure gold with test lead. T. L. Carter 5 found losses up to 10 per cent, of gold with a particular set of cupels. The author compared the absorption of gold and silver at about 900° (the temperature of the air near the cupel) by magnesia cupels with those of two samples of bone-ash cupels with the following mean results :—6
TABLE  XLV.

Losses per Cent, in Cupelhition.
Chary cs.
Magnesia Cupels.
Bone-ash Cupels, "A."
Bone- ash Cupels, "B."
Gold,     0*001 gramme, .                    ) Silver,   0'004        ,,                            f Lead,   25        grammes,
Gold,    1-9 Silver, 8 -3
1-2 12-2
7'8 27-1
Gold,     O'OOl gramme, .                    )



Silver,   O'OOS        ,,
Gold,    1-4
0-9
5-2
Lead,   10        grammes,                    \



Gold,     0'5     gramme, .



Silver,   1'25   grammes,
Gold,    O'OGO
0-055

Lead,     4              , ,



Silver,   0'5     gramme, .                    ) Lead,     4        grammes,                    [
Silver, 1-21
0-99

Generally speaking, the absorption by magnesia cupels is less than by bone-ash. Whatever cupels are used, the absorption should be tested frequently.
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